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December 29, 1978. This man, Professor Robert Faurisson, created scandal.

He claimed that the homicidal gas chamber in the German concentration camps never existed.
That it's a rumor.
On January 16, 1979 he persisted, signed and explained about these gas chambers: "I was
ready to be content with ONE proof, only ONE proof. This proof, I never found it."
Will historians provide him with this proof that he expected?
In 1981, Georges Wellers, the scientist in charge of the Contemporary Jewish Documentation
Center attempted to bring it to him in a book entitled: Gas Chambers existed Documents,
testimonies, figures. But failure was indisputable. Submitted evidence were illusory.
Then, on April 21, 1982 An association is created, whose articles are deposited with the
prefecture. Its name: Association for the study of murders by gassing under the NationalSocialist regime. Acronym: ASSAG. Georges Wellers was the Vice President.
Its objective was: research, monitoring and publishing all evidence about the mass murder by
gas under the National-Socialist regime. Therefore, the association had to publish, after
finding and checking its value, the evidence expected by Pr. Faurisson. In 1984, it contributed

to the publication of the book published in French under the title: "Les Chambres à gaz secret
d'État" [Gas Chambers, Secret of State.]
Was this book providing the expected evidence? No. And for good reason: Article 2 of the
ASSAG's statutes stated: the duration of the Association is limited to the attainment of its
objects set out in Article 1. If so, the book "Gas Chambers secret of State" had brought the
expected evidence, the association would have been dissolved. But despite this publication, it
did continue to exist.
A few days ago, someone had the curiosity to found out if the ASSAG still existed. On April
15 [2015] the answer arrived, very clear: the association still exists with identical statutes.
Unchanged.
So, in 33 years of research, the orthodox historians failed to publish ONE evidence ONE
SINGLE proof of murders by gassing under National-Socialist regime.
And yet, in France, one pursues, covers with fines and even throws in jail people who say
publicly that they do not believe in the existence of German homicidal gas chambers.
But, when one thinks about it, it makes sense, if there was ONE evidence, ONE SINGLE
evidence, of the existence of the assassination by gas under the National-socialist regime, this
repression would be useless. Revisionists would have been invited long time ago to discuss
face to face, live, on TV, at prime time, and they would have been ridiculed.
Professor Faurisson is right, Gas chambers did not exist, it is a mere rumor. This is why, 70
years later, researchers didn't find ANY evidence of it. Because, you can not prove what did
not exist. And when it comes to such an alleged massacre, in the heart of Europe, not even a
century ago, evidence should be by the thousands all as strong as one another.
There is none.
Therefore, this massacre by gas did not exist. Period.
Good evening.

